
Cal/OSHA Frequently Asked Questions 

If you have other questions or would like to order the CVMA Guide to Cal/OSHA Compliance 

or other regulatory-related items from CVMA, visit the CVMA Products section of our website 

or call 800.655.2862. 

Please choose one of the following for detailed information: 

 Cal/OSHA Inspections  

 Practice Procedures  

 Procedures for Chemicals  

 Posted Signs  

 Employees  

 Equipment  

 Safety Data Sheets  

 Miscellaneous  

 

Cal/OSHA Inspections 

How frequently must I inspect my hospital/clinic? 

The CVMA suggests doing the inspections monthly, at least initially. If you can establish a 

pattern of finding no unsafe conditions, you may be able to justify less frequent inspections. 

Keep documentation of your inspection results to show any inspector who might question your 

inspection intervals. 

What are my rights if a Cal/OSHA inspector shows up at my front door? 

You have the right to see an official form of government identification. You also may stay with 

the inspector except when he/she wants to interview employees in private. Inspectors are not 

required to inform you of the reason for the inspection. 

Cal/OSHA inspectors will arrive unannounced and should be allowed access to the facility in a 

timely manner. They may agree to wait for a manager, supervisor or owner to accompany them, 

but they are not required to do so. 

What problems are most often found in a veterinary hospital/clinic? 

 Incomplete or absent written safety plan 

 Inadequate or missing secondary labels 

 Incomplete hazardous substances list 

 Incomplete Safety Data Sheet (SDS) collection 

 Electrical wiring problems and improper use of extension cords 

http://members.cvma.net/store/


 Unsecured storage shelves and bookcases 

 Human food stored or consumed in work areas 

What triggers a Cal/OSHA inspection? 

While Cal/OSHA can inspect randomly without cause, there are three major scenarios that have 

historically triggered inspections. They are: a filed complaint, a serious injury or illness or high 

frequency of illness/injuries, or a workplace death. 

Does Cal/OSHA fund itself with the money generated by fines? 

Funding for Cal/OSHA comes from two sources—some federal money and the state general 

fund. All revenues generated by fines are sent back to the general fund. 
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Practice Procedures 

What constitutes an OSHA compliant Written Safety Plan? 

California is the only state in the United States that requires an OSHA Written Safety Plan for all 

businesses. A Written Safety Plan has four components, with an additional fifth* component for 

certain businesses. They are: 

1. Illness and Injury Prevention Program 

2. Hazard Communication Plan 

3. Emergency Action Plan 

4. Fire Prevention Plan 

5. *For businesses in which heat exposure to employees may occur: a Heat Illness 

Prevention Program. 

Cal/OSHA provides free online guides to help get your started on writing your Illness and Injury 

Prevention Plan and if applicable, your Heat Illness Prevention Plan. 

For those who want a more tailored approach, the CVMA offers its members the interactive 

CVMA Guide to Cal/OSHA Compliance. It is an online tool which guides you through the 

components of a written safety plan and produces all OSHA required documentation. It is only 

available to CVMA members and can be purchased in the CVMA Online Store once you have 

logged into the CVMA website. 

Do I need to monitor exposure to waste anesthetic gases? 

According to the California Code of Regulations, Title 8, Section 5155(e), employers are 

required to keep employee exposure levels to isoflurane and halothane anesthetic gases below 2 

http://www.dir.ca.gov/dosh/etools/09-031/what.htm
http://www.dir.ca.gov/dosh/etools/09-031/what.htm
https://www.dir.ca.gov/title8/3220.html
https://www.dir.ca.gov/title8/3221.html
http://www.dir.ca.gov/dosh/heatillnessinfo.html
http://www.dir.ca.gov/dosh/heatillnessinfo.html
http://www.dir.ca.gov/dosh/dosh_publications/iipp.html
http://www.dir.ca.gov/dosh/dosh_publications/iipp.html
http://www.dir.ca.gov/dosh/etools/08-006/
http://cvma.net/government/regulatory-and-cal-osha/interactive-regulatory-guide/
https://govt.westlaw.com/calregs/Document/I016EA5A05F8211DFBF66AC2936A1B85A?viewType=FullText&listSource=Search&originationContext=Search+Result&transitionType=SearchItem&contextData=(sc.Search)&navigationPath=Search%2fv1%2fresults%2fnavigation%2fi0ad62d2c000001706509e20f57f4a9de%3fNav%3dREGULATION_PUBLICVIEW%26fragmentIdentifier%3dI016EA5A05F8211DFBF66AC2936A1B85A%26startIndex%3d1%26transitionType%3dSearchItem%26contextData%3d%2528sc.Default%2529%26originationContext%3dSearch%2520Result&list=REGULATION_PUBLICVIEW&rank=1&t_T1=8&t_T2=5155&t_S1=CA+ADC+s


ppm on a time weighted average. There are several badge systems (available from some 

veterinary distributors) for measuring waste anesthetic gas exposure. A list of some anesthetic 

gas monitoring badge vendors may be accessed here. 

  

Do the Blood Borne Pathogens Regulations apply to veterinary medicine? 

At the present time, these regulations apply specifically to human blood and tissue; therefore, 

they do not apply to veterinary practices except under conditions where employees might be 

exposed to human blood as part of their assigned duties (such as first aid providers). 

Can I permit or should I require pregnant employees to wear gas masks while working in 

surgery? 

No. Gas masks are to be used only when all other procedural and engineering measures have 

been taken and exposure still cannot be eliminated. To minimize risk from anesthetic gases, use 

charcoal canisters or scavenging systems and limit the employee's exposure time. 

To minimize exposure risk to anesthetic gases: 

 Use a scavenging system to vent the anesthetic gas to the outside or a charcoal canister to 

absorb the gas. 

 Ensure that all anesthetic equipment is functional, in good repair, and routinely inspected 

and serviced (including checking for leaks). 

 Provide adequate ventilation in the surgery/recovery areas. 

 Train employees in the safe use of anesthetic equipment, including leak testing and 

proper filling techniques. 

The use of gas masks would also require implementation of a Respiratory Protection Program 

that includes a written program and an extensive set of requirements. These requirements include 

a physical examination by a physician to make sure the employee is capable of breathing 

properly while using a gas mask and "fit testing" to assure that leaks do not occur. The full 

Respiratory Protection Program is required whenever masks are used for respiratory protection. 

An exception is allowed for the use of approved dust masks to protect against "incidental dust," 

as might be found while sweeping out a barn. 

Do I need to have employees trained in first aid/CPR? 

Cal/OSHA is apparently using an emergency response time of four minutes to determine your 

need to assign first aid duties to your employees. If emergency care is available to your location 

within four minutes (fire department, EMTs, etc.), you do not need to train a team of your own. 

If you are in a remote area, however, you are required to provide and train someone to provide 

first aid for each work shift. The phrase "adequate training" is used in the regulations but is not 

defined. American Red Cross training is the type of training described by Fed/OSHA as being 

adequate. 
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Procedures for Chemicals 

I use ethylene oxide. Do I need to do anything special? 

Ethylene oxide (EtO) is considered a highly carcinogenic agent and therefore has some strict 

requirements for its use. Your supplier should be able to help you meet the requirements. In 

addition to carefully limiting human exposure, you need to send a "report of use" to Cal/OSHA. 

It is important to conduct initial exposure monitoring when EtO is introduced into your practice. 

Contact the CVMA if you are using EtO and have additional questions. 

Are there special requirements for using formaldehyde? 

Formaldehyde is also considered a highly carcinogenic agent, and unwanted / discarded formalin 

is classified by the California Environmental Protection Agency as a hazardous material. Again, 

Cal/OSHA requires a "report of use" form or documentation that exposure is below the action 

level. Typical use in a veterinary hospital almost certainly will not cause exposure above the 

action level, but there is no documentation supporting that view available at this time. Badges are 

available to measure formaldehyde exposure if you elect to document exposure in your work 

setting. If you choose to neither measure your exposure nor to file a "report of use," be prepared 

to justify your decision. If you choose to file a "report of use" with Cal/OSHA, be prepared for a 

possible inspection. 

How long can I store open containers of ether? 

Old open cans of ether can pose an explosion risk if not handled carefully. Exposure to air 

permits the formation of peroxides which tend to form crystals. These peroxide crystals are 

shock sensitive, exploding when moved or jarred. Extreme care must be used when moving any 

old can of ether. Cal/OSHA calls the Bomb Squad when they find an old can of ether. A Safety 

Data Sheet (SDS) provided with cans of ether states that any unused portion should be discarded 

after one or two days. 

What is required on a secondary label? 

Employers may choose to create their own workplace secondary labels. A label must include: the 

product identifier (chemical name, code number or batch number) and words, pictures, symbols 

or a combination thereof, which in combination with other information immediately available to 

employees in the form of Safety Data Sheets (SDS), provide specific information regarding the 

hazards of the chemicals. It is important that the product identifier placed on a secondary label 

match exactly the product identifier listed on the Safety Data Sheet. 

Do I need to dispose of used vaccine vials as medical waste or hazardous waste? 



No. In most cases, empty vaccine vials may be discarded in the trash. There are two exceptions: 

 Contagious ecthyma 

 Brucella 

Both of these pose a potential human health threat and therefore should be discarded as 

biohazardous waste or sharps waste if the vials are made of glass. 
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Posted Signs 

Which posters do I need to display? 

Cal/OSHA requires the following: 

 Job Safety and Health Protection – Cal/OSHA 

 Emergency Phone Numbers 

 Log 300A (not required for businesses with more than 10 employees). 

However, the Department of Industrial Relations, the parent Department to Cal/OSHA, requires 

more postings which may be viewed here. 

Do I need a "Microwave in Use" sign for our microwave in the lunch room? 

No. Cal/OSHA representatives have stated that the sign requirements are intended for large 

industrial microwave units, not the type used in homes. 
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Employees 

What are my responsibilities as a supervisor with an employee who has trouble remembering 

Cal/OSHA-related training? 

As with all employees, document any training which is provided. Beyond your responsibility to 

provide adequate training, you should take steps to prevent placing an employee with special 

needs in a situation dangerous to that individual. For example, don't use an employee for patient 

restraint if that individual can't remember how to hold animals. 

What is Log 300 and 300A? Do I need to complete them? 

http://cvma.net/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/CalOSHARecordkeepForm300.pdf


A Cal/OSHA form 300 is a form used to record certain work-related injuries and illnesses. The 

summary portion of the Log (Form 300A) must be posted for a three-month period from 

February 1 through April 30. If you have 10 or fewer employees, you are exempt from this 

requirement. 

What kinds of injuries must be reported to Cal/OSHA? 

Any fatality or serious injury or illness must be reported to Cal/OSHA. Serious means 

hospitalization for more than 24 hours or any injury that causes permanent disfigurement. These 

reports must be made by telephone within eight hours of the injury or illness. 

What kinds of injuries must we investigate? Scratches or bites? 

All serious injuries and illness should be investigated. If you can demonstrate through 

documentation that you took steps to identify the problem and remedy it through training, it will 

help serve as proof of correction if OSHA investigates. 
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Equipment 

Do I need to install an eye-wash station? 

Yes. Virtually all veterinary clinics/hospitals will need an eye-wash station. Just the use of 

cleaning solutions such as bleach, Parvasol, Novasan, etc. would probably require an eye-wash 

station. Radiographic developer and fix, formaldehyde, anesthetic gases, alcohol, and other 

substances further reinforce this requirement 

What kind of eye-wash station is acceptable? 

As of mid-1995, Cal/OSHA has a policy of accepting certain faucet mounted eye-wash station. If 

the manufacturer is willing to state that their unit meets the required ANSI standards for eye-

wash stations, Cal/OSHA will accept the unit. 

Here is what the California Code Regulations states (Title 8, Section 5162): 

(a) Plumbed or self-contained eyewash or eye/facewash equipment which meets the 

requirements of sections 5, 7, or 9 of ANSI Z358.1-1981, Emergency Eyewash and Shower 

Equipment, incorporated herein by this reference, shall be provided at all work areas where, 

during routine operations or foreseeable emergencies, the eyes of an employee may come into 

contact with a substance which can cause corrosion, severe irritation or permanent tissue damage 

or which is toxic by absorption. Water hoses, sink faucets, or showers are not acceptable 

eyewash facilities. Personal eyewash units or drench hoses which meet the requirements of 

https://www.dir.ca.gov/dosh/DoshReg/ApndxA300Final.pdf
http://cvma.net/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/CalOSHARecordkeepForm300.pdf


section 6 or 8 of ANSI Z358.1-1981, hereby incorporated by reference, may support plumbed or 

self-contained units but shall not be used in lieu of them. 

(b) An emergency shower which meets the requirements of section 4 or 9 of ANSI Z358.1-1981, 

incorporated herein by reference, shall be provided at all work areas where, during routine 

operations or foreseeable emergencies, area of the body may come into contact with a substance 

which is corrosive or severely irritating to the skin or which is toxic by skin absorption. 

(c) Location. Emergency eyewash facilities and deluge showers shall be in accessible locations 

that require no more than 10 seconds for the injured person to reach. If both an eyewash and 

shower are needed, they shall be located so that both can be used at the same time by one person. 

The area of the eyewash and shower equipment shall be maintained free of items which obstruct 

their use. 

(d) Performance. Plumbed and self-contained eyewash and shower equipment shall supply 

potable water at the flow rates and time durations specified in ANSI Z358.1-1981. The control 

valve shall be designed so that the water flow remains on without requiring the use of the 

operator's hands, and so that the valve remains activated until intentionally shut off for all but 

hand-held drench hoses. Personal eyewash units shall deliver potable water or other eye-flushing 

solution approved by the consulting physician. 

(e) Maintenance. Plumbed eyewash and shower equipment shall be activated at least monthly to 

flush the line and to verify proper operation. Other units shall be maintained in accordance with 

the manufacturer's instructions. 

The best solution is to use a dedicated eye-wash station plumbed with cool water only. This unit 

should have two streams of water and must be capable of being activated with one motion. Once 

activated, the unit must remain on, with no further action required. Most plumbers can obtain and 

install these units for you. 

Do I need to install an active waste anesthetic gas scavenging system? 

Cal/OSHA does not specify how you are to maintain safe levels of waste anesthetic gases in the 

workplace, only that you must keep these levels below 2 ppm (time weighted average exposure) 

for halothane and isoflorane. Active or passive scavenging systems, charcoal filters, adequate 

ventilation, limited use of anesthetic gases, or any combination of these can be used. 

Is emergency lighting required? 

Emergency lighting in the surgery room is required by the Veterinary Medical Board. This can 

be as simple as a flashlight- provided that the batteries are viable and can sustain luminescence 

on a continual basis for a time reasonable to complete a surgical procedure. 

Do I need to install illuminated exit signs? 



Cal/OSHA regulations require large illuminated exit signs similar to those we see in movie 

theaters and auditoriums. There is an exemption, however, for buildings or rooms with an 

occupancy load of 50 or less. 
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Safety Data Sheets (SDS) 

What happened to the old MSDS sheets? What is this that I am hearing about new Safety Data 

Sheets? 

In an effort to increase workplace safety, the United States Department of Labor Occupational 

Safety and Health Administration (US/OSHA) has adopted a new format for both Material 

Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) and labels. Businesses have until June 1, 2015 to fully implement 

these changes in order to be compliant. All California employers must comply. 

The new regulations have replaced Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) with Safety Data Sheets 

(SDS) that are organized in a standardized format called the Globally Harmonized System of 

Classification and Labeling of Chemicals, which includes the use of pictograms. The new law 

requires that the following changes be made on (Material) Safety Data Sheets: 

 Hazard classification: The definitions of hazard have been changed to provide specific 

criteria for classification of health and physical hazards, as well as classification of 

mixtures. These specific criteria will help to ensure that evaluations of hazardous effects 

are consistent across manufacturers and that safety data sheets are more accurate as a 

result. 

 Safety Data Sheets: Will now have a specified 16-section format as well as standardized 

pictograms designed to describe the type of hazards that the chemical can cause. Current 

OSHA regulations require businesses to provide employee access to SDS binders for all 

potentially hazardous substances in the workplace. The binders are still required, but now 

the information that is required on the safety data sheet (SDS) must be presented using 

specific headings in a specified sequence. The format of the 16-section SDS should 

include the following sections: 

o Section 1. Identification 

o Section 2. Hazard(s) identification (including pictograms) 

o Section 3. Composition/information on ingredients 

o Section 4. First-aid measures 

o Section 5. Fire-fighting measures 

o Section 6. Accidental release measures 

o Section 7. Handling and storage 

o Section 8. Exposure controls/personal protection 

o Section 9. Physical and chemical properties 

o Section 10. Stability and reactivity 

o Section 11. Toxicological information 



o Section 12. Ecological information 

o Section 13. Disposal considerations 

o Section 14. Transport information 

o Section 15. Regulatory information 

o Section 16. Other information, including date of preparation or last revision 

More information on OSHA Hazard Communication Standards, including the use of pictograms, 

can be accessed here. 

How many SDS's am I required to have? 

The average SDS collection in a veterinary facility will be very extensive. Most will fill at least 

one 4-inch three-ring binder. Many will require more. Some of the information included might 

not be required, but it is better to have too much information available than too little. 

Do I need an SDS for pharmaceuticals? 

But SDS's are becoming easier to obtain through internet search engines, and there is no penalty 

for having too much information in SDS binders. The CVMA recommends having an SDS in 

your collection for any substance that could be toxic to humans. This includes most 

pharmaceutical items. 

How should I organize my SDS collection? 

Cal/OSHA has not specified any particular organizational structure. They simply want the SDS 

to be readily available and easily accessible. Any logical organizational system should be 

adequate as long as your employees know your system. The CVMA suggests a simple 

alphabetical system without subcategories or sections. 
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Miscellaneous 

Where can we store and consume human food? 

Cal/OSHA requires that storage and consumption of food occur only in areas where 

contamination by hazardous substances will not occur. Therefore, human food cannot be placed 

in the same refrigerator used to store biologicals, antibiotics, or lab supplies. Food should not be 

consumed in most areas of veterinary clinics/hospitals - namely those in which work on animals 

is taking place. 

  

  

https://www.osha.gov/dsg/hazcom/


What is an SIC Number? 

SIC is the acronym for Standard Industry Code. All industries are assigned a code number by a 

federal agency. The code for veterinary services is 0742. The code for agriculture is 07, and 

veterinary medicine is considered a subdivision of agriculture services in this system. 
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